THREE FROM FRANCE
WHITE
Mauzac/Sauvignon, La Breche, Gayrel 2021
£9.50
Cotes du Tarn/France 11.5% Vegan
The Gayrel vineyards are located on the banks of the River Tarn, in the heart of the
Gaillac region in the South West of France. In 1976 Alain Gayrel took over the family
estate and has established long-term partnerships with winemakers and growers, to
produce modern fruit-driven wines. This wine is 85% Mauzac & 15% Sauvignon and is
light, but full of zesty citrus fruits. Mauzac is a variety specific to the region and has fresh
apple characters giving the wine aromatics and a lively palate. Excellent with fish.

ROSE
Rosé ‘Solis Lumer’ Vin de Pays d’Oc, Olivier Coste 2021
South of France 12.5% Organic & Vegan
£11.50
Oliver Coste has had an interest in the family wine estate since an early age, which was
founded in 1701. The estate is located in Pezenas in the Languedoc region. The family
has a ‘Carbon Neutral’ approach and ecological initiatives using sustainable cultivation
methods to preserve biodiversity and the environment of the organic vineyards.
Solis Lumen is made with traditional grape varieties from the South of France and is a
blend of 80% Grenache Noir & 20% Cinsault, the wine is pale pink with aromas of
vibrant red berries, succulent citrus characters and an elegant crisp refreshing finish,
a wonderful aperitif for a summer’s evening!

RED
Fleurie, Olivier Ravier 2021
Beaujolais/France 12.5%

£14.25

Vegan
Olivier Ravier is one of the most iconic and respected winemakers in
Beaujolais. Fleurie is one of the 10 Beaujolais Crus and renowned for the elegance and
finesse of its wines. Made from 100% Gamay grapes which are hand-harvested at
optimal ripeness. The vines have an average age of 40 years old. The wine is soft with
subtle floral aromas surrounding a core of deep red fruits enhanced by nuances of fennel
complementing a rich and silky texture with an attractive hint of cocoa on the finish.
Smooth enough to have with fish or poultry.

Other wines available, some limited

WHITE
Chenin Blanc Hazy View £9.00
Zibibbo Vitese £9.95
Vinho Verde £10.45
Albarino Coral do Mar £12.90

RED
Grao Vasco Tinto £9.95
Cotes du Rhone Brunel £10.50
Malvasia Nero Talo £11.95
Villa Conversino Di Filippo £12.20
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